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■Abstract
This essay serves as a methodological attempt to recognize, analyze, and de-
scribe the social misfortune of discrimination. By reexamining from the ground up
the conventional dichotomy between the minority (those who are discriminated
against) and the majority (those who discriminate against others), we propose a
new framework of awareness we call “structural discrimination.” Structural dis-
crimination is unique in that it attempts to understand discriminatory phenomenon
not from a so-called substantive standard, but from a relational standard. Specifi-
cally, if we focus on the support or care provided to the handicapped, we clearly
begin to see a disparity or gap open up in the way we perceive the two parties
that emerge out of this social relationalism, that is, between the “helper” and the
“helpee.” Why did the one case worker, who was serving as a supporter to an
everyday care service recipient, compose a satirical poem to hurt that person’s
feelings? Did the editor who printed that satirical poem in the welfare-related jour-
nal make an error of judgment? Also, what is the nature of the ressentiment or
animosity implied when a handicapped person emphasizes that the hands of a
helper caring for them are “my hands”? Led by these questions, we run into an
area that we can only call the “relationalism gap,” an area which has yet to be de-
fined in the context of the social relationship between “helpers” and “helpees”.
This essay proposes a new name, “sociography,” as a method of describing this
“relationalism gap.”
Key words : structural discrimination, sociography, dialectic of happiness and unhappiness
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